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ABSTRACT

DOPPLER ULTRASOUND TECHNIQUE USED TO DETERMINE THE BLOOD
FLOW VELOCITY IN THE MIDDLE CEREBRAL ARTERY OF A CANINE
ANIMAL MODEL

by
Raj P. Ganpath

The cerebral blood flow velocity in the middle cerebral artery of an canine animal model
was measured using the Doppler Ultrasound technique. A transducer was designed with a
20 MHz piezoelectric crystal and used for the application. An in vitro calibration system
was designed and machined for the purpose of testing and calibrating every transducer
before using it in vivo. Preliminary tests included experiments on the in vitro system and
measurement of blood flow velocity in the human wrist artery (metacarpal artery). The
effect of using different transmission media (agarose and gelatin) was determined
through the many in vitro and animal experiments. A design of surgical preparation and
setup which included instrumentation and procedure was developed. The in vivo
measures included blood flow velocity in the femoral, left gastric and mesenteric arteries
of a mouse (15.5cm/s to 14.5cm/s; 12cm/s to 14cm/s; 25cm/s to 30cm/s respectively),
middle cerebral artery (MCA) of a pig (4.5cm/s to 8.5cm/s), the MCA of a dog (5.5cm/s
to 6cm/s) and drug response as an indication of instrument sensitivity (increase from
6cm/s to 10cm/s with introduction of Forskolin). The values obtained matched those in
the published literature. Fast Fourier Transformations were used to write programs in
MATLAB which served as the tool for data analysis.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Objectives
This project deals with blood flow velocity measurement using the Doppler Ultrasound
Technique. The objective of this work is to design a complete system to measure the
blood flow velocity in the brain of large animals. This includes the development of an in
vitro calibration system to verify the operation and design of a transducer including the
selection of size, geometry and crystal frequency, the development of the surgical
methods applied, the testing in various in vivo models and the development of a data
analysis method to determine blood flow velocity.
Initially transducers (also called probes), containing a 10MHz piezoelectric
crystal, of different geometries and sizes will be iterated in a few preliminary
experiments. Following this, an in vitro system, designed to calibrate the different
frequency crystals, will be used as an exhaustive testing station. Each transducer will be
tested in vitro, using particle suspended solutions mimicking blood flow, before being
used on an animal. A clear comparison of the results obtained, when each of these
transducers is used, will be formulated and then the transducer producing the best results
will be selected. A design study on the shape of the transducer will be done to model one
which can be comfortably used both in vivo and in vitro. Then the transducer producing
the best results and with the most optimum shape will be used to deduce the blood flow
velocities in various arteries of a mouse, in the MCA of a pig and the MCA of a dog.
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1.2 Medical Background Explanation

The blood that flows through the brain distributes nutrients to the brain and removes
wastes. This flow maintains the high rate of metabolism necessary for the brain to
function. Restrictions in blood flow may occur from vessel narrowing (stenosis), clot
formation (thrombosis), blockage (embolism), or blood vessel rupture (hemorrhage).
Lack of sufficient blood flow (ischemia) threatens brain tissue and may cause a stroke.
The velocity of flow of blood through the arteries in the brain can be analyzed
using Doppler ultrasonography. This is a form of ultrasound, in which high frequency
sound waves bounce off or pass through body tissues. While most other types of
ultrasonography create images of the tissue being studied, the results of Doppler
Ultrasonography are audible sounds that the examiner listens to and records.
Doppler ultrasonography uses what is called the Doppler effect to measure the
rate and direction of blood flow in the vessels. Just as a siren's pitch sounds higher when
its source is moving toward you and lower as it moves away, so too will ultrasound
waves change pitch, or frequency, as they bounce off the red blood cells moving in the
blood. It is these pitch changes that produce the audible sounds during the exam.
Changes in frequency can be used to measure both the direction and the speed of
blood flow. Faster blood flow causes a greater change in frequency. Combined with other
tests, this information can be used to locate restrictions in the blood vessels in the brain,
and to track changes in blood flow over time. In this way, Doppler Ultrasonography gives
valuable information about the site of a stroke and the patient's progress after a stroke. It
is also used to evaluate the contraction of blood vessels that can occur if a blood vessel
ruptures.[1

CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE SURVEY
2.1 Brain Covering
The brain and spinal cord are delicate organs that have a jelly-like consistency. These
highly vulnerable structures are protected by the skull and vertebral column, several
membrane covers, and by the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), which provides a cushion against
compressive shock [68]. The three membranes covering the brain working from the skull
inward, are the dura mater, the arachnoid mater, and the pia mater (see Fig. 2.1). The
Jura is a rather tough membrane that can only be torn by hand with some difficulty. It
consists of two leaves: an outer periosteal layer that adheres to the inner surface of the
skull, and an inner layer [64].
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The two dural layers cannot be distinguished from one another except where they
depart from the conformation of the skull, and dive into the brain forming the
interhemispheric faix and the tentorium overlying the cerebellum, or where they split
apart to form the venous sinuses [9].
Multiple layers of tissue enclose the brain. From outside-in, the main layers are
the scalp, skull, dura, arachnoid membrane, and pia mater. Except for the pia, which is
really part of the brain, fluids can collect in the "spaces" between these layers in
pathologic states [64].

2.2 Cerebral Blood Flow

The basilar artery runs rostrally from the spinal cord and bifurcates into posterior
cerebral arteries, which complete the arterial circle formed by trifurcation of bilateral
internal carotid arteries (refer Fig. 2.2).
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Each internal carotid artery gives rise to: an anterior cerebral artery, a middle
cerebral artery and a posterior communicating branch [10].

2.3 Red Blood Cells
The red blood cells are the most common type of cell found within the human body. They
make up about 45% of the blood volume. There are roughly 250 million red blood cells
in one tiny drop of blood [69]. A red blood cell will live anywhere from 3 - 4 months.
Then it will die in the liver and spleen when it is attacked and destroyed by macrophages
[12].

Red blood cells have the main function or job to carry oxygen from the lungs to
every cell in the body. A red blood cells make-up is composed mostly of a iron and
protein compound called hemoglobin [69]. Red blood cells are packed with this
compound; hence they do not have many common components of cells such as a nucleus.
The outer layer of a red blood cell is like a little bubble that is extremely flexible (refer
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Fig. 2.3). Its flexibility is necessary because the cell has to travel through the smallest
blood vessels and capillaries to carry oxygen to wherever it's needed. Red blood cells are
always disk shaped with a centered dent on each of its sides [12].
2.4 Cerebral Blood Flow Pharmacology

In the 1940s, researchers isolated a chemically active ingredient in the herb and called it
forskolin. Now available in supplement form, this extract is commonly recommended for
treating hypothyroidism, a condition in which the thyroid gland produces too little
thyroid hormone. Forskolin is believed to stimulate the release of thyroid hormone, thus
relieving such hypothyroidism symptoms as fatigue, depression, weight gain, and dry
skin. Specifically, forskolin is thought to increase thyroid function by activating an
enzyme that raises levels of a key cell-regulating substance called cAMP (cyclic
adenosine monophosphate). Forskolin is typically taken over the long-term for
hypothyroidism; it should not be used in addition to thyroid hormone replacement
therapy, however. Forskolin causes the arteries to relax. Because this can lower blood
pressure, forskolin should not be used in tandem with blood pressure-lowering
medications [40].

Isoproterenol is a bronchodilator. It works by relaxing muscles in the airways to
improve breathing. Isoproterenol inhalation is used to treat conditions such as asthma,
bronchitis, and emphysema. [58].As a result of relaxing muscles, arteries are also relaxed
which in turn reduces pressure. A reduction in pressure proves an increase in velocity of
blood flow through the respective artery.
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2.5 Blood Flow in the Brain
The brain has a high metabolic rate, receivi ng 16% of cardiac output and accounting for
20% of oxygen consumption. There are five pairs of major arteries that supply the brain
with oxygenated blood. Four of these pairs are linked to form Cerebral Arterial Circle (or
Circle of Willis) on the ventral surface of the brain (refer Fig. 2.4). The last pair forms a
tributary of the circle.
Rostra Cerebral Arteries - supply the medial aspect of the cerebral hemispheres.
Middle Cerebral Arteries - supply the lateral and ventrolateral aspects of the cerebral
hemispheres.
Caudal Cerebral Arteries - supply the occipital lobes.
Rostral Cerebellar Arteries - supply the rostral aspects of the cerebellum.
Caudal Cerebellar Arteries - supply the caudal and lateral aspects of the cerebellum. They
usually arise from the basilar artery.
The circle is completed by a Rostral Communicating Artery between the two
rostral cerebral arteries, and two Caudal Communicating Arteries between the internal
carotid and caudal cerebral artery (refer Fig. 2.5). There are several smaller arteries which
leave the basilar artery to supply the lateral parts of the brain stem which contain the
Vital Centers. Note that there is little anastomosis between these areas, so occlusion will
lead to permanent damage.

8

Fig 2.5 Blood flow in the Brain through various arteries
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2.6 Doppler and Ultrasound Principles
Doppler ultrasonography makes use of two different principles.
a). The ultrasound principle is that when a high-frequency sound is produced and
aimed at a target, it will be reflected by its target and the reflected sound can be detected
back at its origin [2]. In addition, it is known that certain crystals (called piezoelectric
crystals) produce an electrical pulse when vibrated by a returning sound [2].
b). The Doppler principle is simply that sound pitch increases as the source moves
toward the listener and decreases as it moves away [60]. A classic example of this is the
difference in sound of an arriving train and that of a one which is departing [59].
2.7 Doppler Ultrasonography
This principle, mentioned above, is applied in practice by mounting a piezoelectric
crystal that emits and receives high frequency sound waves [3]. The transducer sends out
ultrasound signals, at a particular frequency (10MHz Pulsed-wave probe in our case)
which bounce off the Red Blood Cells present in the blood (refer Fig. 2.6). Therefore
there is a shift between the frequency of sound waves that are emitted and those that are
received (echo). This phase shift is processed and displayed.
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These echoes from scattering elements take some time to return to the receiver.
The probe being a pulsed-wave probe, emits waves at regular time intervals and during
the no-emission time interval receives the reflected waves [34], [35]. So from the time
difference (which we can calculate from the change in the frequency of the reflected
wave) the velocity of blood can be deduced

Therefore,
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There are two kinds of Doppler Ultrasonography, namely Pulsed-Wave Doppler
and Continuous —Wave Doppler. The main different between the two types being that the
continuous wave transducer has two elements, one for sending waves and another for
receiving, while the pulsed wave transducer has just one element, which sends and
receives signals [60].
2.8 Pulsed Wave Doppler Ultrasound Technique

This is a kind of Doppler ultrasound technique for measurement of blood-flow velocity
using the pulse echo method. Short pulses of ultrasound are transmitted with a certain
frequency, the pulse repetition frequency (PRF). Between pulse transmissions, echoes are
continuously returning to the transducer (refer Fig. 2.4), but most of them are not
analyzed. A receiver gate opens only once between each pulse transmission to allow
estimation of the Doppler frequency shift from only one predetermined range along the
ultrasound beam, the sample volume [62].
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The Doppler technique is based upon measurement of small changes in
ultrasound frequency from transmission of the pulse to reception of the echo. It is
therefore important that the transmitted pulse contains a uniform, narrow bandwidth
frequency (i.e. small frequency range) [63].
2.9 Transducer

A transducer is a device that converts one type of energy to another, or responds to a
physical parameter [4]. A transducer is in its fundamental form a passive component.
It is actuated by energy from one system and supplies energy usually in another form to a
second system [5]. In the Doppler technique, piezoelectric transducers are used [64]. The
principle of the piezoelectric crystal is one of the most important ones in this thesis.
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2.9.1 Piezoelectricity
In a piezoelectric crystal, the positive and negative electrical charges are separated, but
symmetrically distributed, so that the crystal overall is electrically neutral. When a stress
is applied, this symmetry is disturbed, and the charge asymmetry generates a voltage. A 1
cm cube of quartz with 500 lb (2 kN) of correctly applied pressure upon it, can produce
12,500 V of electricity.
Piezoelectric materials also show the opposite effect, called converse

piezoelectricity, where application of an electrical field creates mechanical stress
(distortion) in the crystal [66]. Because the charges inside the crystal are separated, the
applied voltage affects different points within the crystal differently, resulting in the
distortion [66].
The bending forces generated by converse piezoelectricity are extremely high, of
the order of tens of millions of pounds (tens of meganewtons), and usually cannot be
constrained. The only reason the force is usually not noticed is because it causes a
displacement of the order of one billionth of an inch (a few nanometres) [6].
In other words, the use of ultrasound as a medical imaging modality became
practical with the development of small piezoelectric crystal transducers. "Piezo" means
pressure, so piezoelectric means that pressure is generated when electrical energy is
applied to the crystal [65]. The quartz crystal in your watch is an example of this type of
material. When electrical energy is applied to the face of the crystal, the shape of the
crystal changes as a function of the polarity of the applied electrical energy (refer Fig.
2.8). As the crystal expands and contracts it produces compressions and rarefactions, and
corresponding sound waves [8].
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2.9.2 Angle of Insonation
In Doppler ultrasound blood flow velocity measurement, the angle between the Doppler
ultrasound beam and the direction of blood flow is a very important measurement. The
Doppler instrument "sees" only the blood flow velocity component being directed
straight towards the transducer, i.e. along the Doppler ultrasound beam [8]. This
component is equal to (v cos 0), where "v" is the true blood flow velocity in the vessel,
and "0" is the Doppler angle. Owing to the cosine relationship between the relative and
true blood flow velocity, the consequence of an error in measurement of the Doppler
angle on the estimation of true blood flow velocity, increases with increasing Doppler
angle [33]. At Doppler angles less than 45 ° , a 5 ° overestimation of the Doppler angle will
give overestimations of the true blood flow velocity less than 10%. At Doppler angles
larger than 40 ° , the consequences of a small overestimation of the Doppler angle may
become dramatic [38].
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2.10 Fourier Transform and Signal Filtering
The Fourier Transform
The Fourier Transform is a mathematical method that converts an input signal from the
Time Domain to the Frequency Domain. The time domain is displayed as a
Waveform of voltage versus time, whereas the frequency domain is shown as a Spectrum
of magnitude or power versus frequency. The Fourier Transform and its kin operate by
analyzing an input waveform into a series of sinusoidal waves of various frequencies and
amplitudes [46].

Somewhat closer to intuitive understanding but mathematically less general than
the Laplace transformation is the Fourier transformation

The signal is here assumed to have a finite energy so that the integrals converge.
The condition that no signal is present at negative times can be dropped in this case. The
Fourier transformation decomposes the signal into purely harmonic waves O w (the tilde
over F is meant to remind you of this). The direct and inverse Fourier transformations are
also known as a harmonic analysis and synthesis [44].
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Fast Fourier Transformation
A fast Fourier transform (FFT) is an efficient algorithm to compute the discrete
Fourier transform (DFT) and its inverse. FFTs are of great importance to a wide variety
of applications, from digital signal processing to solving partial differential equations to
algorithms for quickly multiplying large integers. This article describes the algorithms, of
which there are many; see discrete Fourier transform for properties and applications of
the transform [46].

Let Bo, ...., xn_i be complex numbers. The DFT is defined by the formula

Evaluating these sums directly would take 0(n 2 ) arithmetical operations (see Big
0 notation). An FFT is an algorithm to compute the same result in only O(n log n)
operations. In general, such algorithms depend upon the factorization of n, but (contrary
to popular misconception) there are O(n log n) FFTs for all n, even prime n. Since the
inverse DFT is the same as the DFT, but with the opposite sign in the exponent and a 1/n
factor, any FFT algorithm can easily be adapted for it as well [48].

Signal Filtering
In signal processing, the function of a filter is to remove unwanted parts of the signal,
such as random noise, or to extract useful parts of the signal (refer Fig. 2.9), such as the
components lying within a certain frequency range [50].
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Filters are signal conditioners. Each functions by accepting an input signal,
blocking pre-specified frequency components, and passing the original signal minus
those components to the output [49].

There are two main kinds of filter, analog and digital. They are quite different in
their physical makeup and in how they work [41].

An analog filter operates directly on the analog inputs and is built entirely with
analog components, such as resistors, capacitors, and inductors [49]. Such filter circuits
are widely used in such applications as noise reduction, video signal enhancement,
graphic equalizers in hi-fi systems, and many other areas.

There are well-established standard techniques for designing an analog filter
circuit for a given requirement. At all stages, the signal being filtered is an electrical
voltage or current which is the direct analogue of the physical quantity (e.g. a sound or
video signal or transducer output) involved [44].
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A digital filter takes a digital input, gives a digital output, and consists of digital
components. In a typical digital filtering application, software running on a digital signal
processor (DSP) reads input samples from an A/D converter, performs the mathematical
manipulations dictated by theory for the required filter type, and outputs the result via a
D/A converter [49]. A digital filter uses a digital processor to perform numerical
calculations on sampled values of the signal. The processor may be a general-purpose
computer such as a PC, or a specialized DSP (Digital Signal Processor) chip.

Note that in a digital filter, the signal is represented by a sequence of numbers,
rather than a voltage or current [50].

Lowpass filters

A third filter type is the low-pass. A low-pass filter passes low frequency signals,
and rejects signals at frequencies above the filter's cutoff frequency. Low-pass filters are
used whenever high frequency components must be removed from a signal [42]. If a lowpass filter is placed at the output of the amplifier, and if its cutoff frequency is high
enough to allow the desired signal frequencies to pass, the overall noise level can be
reduced [41].

Bandpass Filter

Bandpass filters are often used in front of detectors to eliminate or reduce noise
due to light at wavelengths different from the wanted signal wavelength. Bandpass
filters can be ordered with different bandwidths depending on the need [41]

CHAPTER 3
MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
3.1 Design and Materials

3.1.1 Transducer Design
The piezoelectric crystal is placed inside a casing flushed onto the surface on one side.
The crystal is placed in way that the sound waves are not hindered by the casing to any
extent. As the crystal goes into the head of the dog along with the casing, it is important
that the casing material has to be biocompatible so that it does not affect any part of the
body. Also, Optical clarity is an important quality in medical devices or diagnostic
equipment that rely on visual inspection and therefore require a high level of
transparency [13].Polycarbonate and deirin were chosen as the materials for the casing
(for different transducers).
3.1.1.1 Materials for casing
Polycarbonate
Polycarbonate occupies a unique niche in the medical device market. Engineers have
tapped its key characteristics of toughness, rigidity, and strength for critical device
applications in which safety and performance are vital [46]. The ease of sterilizability of
polycarbonate gives designers wide latitude in developing products that are not
dependent on a single sterilization method [45].
These features are further complemented by polycarbonate's high clarity, a key
benefit when visual assessment of patients and their prescribed therapies is indispensable
[46].
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Deirn
Delrin acetal resin, is formed from the polymerization of formaldehyde. The tightly
interlocked helical molecules and high crystallinity result in excellent mechanical
properties [44]. One of the important characteristics separating Delrin from other
engineering plastics such as polyamides (nylons) is its very low water absorption and the
small effect of aqueous solutions on its properties [78]. A couple of transducers were
made with casing using delrin. These were for the preliminary tests and the in vitro
calibration purposes. Delrin used here though is biocompatible [15], lacks the property of
transparency, which is a very required aspect during surgery and implantation.
3.1.1.2 EDperimentai Designs for 10 MHz Transducer
Initially the experiment was done using a 10MHz probe. Two design proposals were
made for the probe and bought from Iowa Doppler Products, Iowa City, Iowa 52244
USA.
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A rectangular piece of piezoelectric crystal is embedded in a solid cylinder of
polycarbonate at an angle of 45 ° (refer Fig. 3.1). The probe was made in such a way so
that the crystal is maintained at 45 ° throughout the course of the surgery/experiment, as
authentic results are obtained at that angle and as advised by very experienced
researchers and producers [16]. The transducer was 3mm tall and 3mm in diameter and
the crystal is buried such that one of the ends of the crystal is flushed to the bottom
surface of the cylinder of polycarbonate.
During a chronic implantation, the transducer will need to be positioned so that it
continuously gives information that will help in calculating the velocity. The geometry
of the polycarbonate casing enables the probe to be buried in properly in the bone and the
open end of the casing rests on the artery comfortably, because the casing is a cylindrical
block it has a large surface area at the bottom. This provides stability even during
spasmic movements of the artery.
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Another transducer was made as shown above. The difference between the previous
design and this one is that one side of the polycarbonate casing is grounded off (refer Fig.
3.2). This exposes the crystal more than in the previous one. Such a design change was
carried out to deduce if the polycarbonate casing hinders the flow of sound waves, which
will in turn affect the quality and reception of signals.
3.1.1.3 EDperimentai Design for 20 MHz Transducer
Two 20MHz transducers were designed and made to order from Iowa Doppler Products,

Iowa City, Iowa 52244 USA one without any casing and another with a different shape of
casing.

Deirin Casing 20MHz Transducer Design —1
(i)

A casing for the naked transducer was made using Deirin. This casing was a cylindrical
block 6mm tall and of diameter 6mm. The naked probe of diameter 0.8mm was slid into a
narrow hole drilled through the deirin block and sealed at the top surface of the block
using silicon gel, with just the wire coming out. The design was similar to the first design
of the 10MHz transducer, the only differences being the use of Delrin instead of
polycarbonate and the size. This transducer was made larger in purpose to increase
stability and ease of use during surgery.

(ii) Poiycarbonate Casing 20MHz Transducer Design — 2

A final design of the 20MHz transducer (refer Fig. 3.3) was worked on and made to order
from Iowa Doppler Products.
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Fig 3.3 Polycarbonate Casing 20MHz Transducer Design — 2
The casing was made of Polycarbonate for the reason that it is transparent. The
dimensions are as below.

The upper cylinder was designed for convenience in holding the transducer while
positioning it and moving it around.
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3.1.2 System for In vitro Testing and Caiibration
A system for testing the transducer and other equipments and for calibration was
designed and machined.
3.1.2.1 Acryiic Chamber
A block of Acrylic was cut out and a channel was drilled through the length of the block.
A 15 gauge stub needle will be used to induce flow through this channel, which will
induced by a peristaltic pump (refer Fig.3.4).
The diameter of this though hole was a little larger than the outer diameter of the
needle. The stud needles, otherwise called nipples, were glued into the two sides of this
through hole by using epoxy. Another hole was drilled on the top surface of the acrylic
block, the depth of which was a little lower than the distance between the top surface and
the channel. This will be the niche in which the transducer will sit.
As an extension of this hole, a counter bore was drilled up to a depth that it opens
up to the channel. This hole will make sure that the transducer does not fall into the
channel and block the stream of flow and at the same time, give enough space through
which it can send in sound waves and receive the reflected sound waves.
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Fig 3.4 Acrylic Chamber which can accommodate Polycarbonate Casing 10MHz
Transducer Design 1 and 2

Fig 3.5 Acrylic Chamber which can accommodate Polycarbonate Casing 20MHz
Transducer Design — 2
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Fig 3.7 Setup for In vitro testing of Polycarbonate Casing 20MHz Transducer Design — 2
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3.1.2.2 Hoiiow Giass Particies
A solution, similar to blood with respect to density and concentration of particles
was made using water and hollow glass spheres. The comparison of properties of blood
and this solution is tabulated below.
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These particles were purchased from TSI Corporation. The schematic
representation of the in vitro setup is shown below.
3.1.3 Geis
As the speed of sound in air is very less compared to that in water, gel or other body
tissues and fluids, acoustic gels are used to transmit the sound waves from the transducer
to the body part or fluid.
Aquagei

Aquasonic 100 Ultrasound Transmission Gel (Parker Laboratories, Inc.) was used
for this purpose. The gels are warmed using Thermosonic Gel Warmer (Parker
Laboratories, Inc.) before they are used [44].
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Agarose Gei

For the same purpose, agarose gels can also be used. The advantage of using agarose gel
is that it can withstand body conditions for a longer time span hence proving more use
with regard to chronic implantation.
The effect of the gel varies with concentration. Seakem LE Agarose gel from
CambreB, was one of the many agarose gels available. Its properties are listen below.

Seakem LE Agarose with a high gelling temperature was preferred as enough
time is available to work on before it gels and more importantly will not have drastic
temperature drop or rise effects on the brain surface, when in contact.
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3.1.4 Adhesives
Bone Cements
These chemicals will be used to glue to transducer (the polycarbonate casing) to the skull
once the chronic implantation is done and are generally used during prosthetics [41].
Generation 2TM Bone Cement and VacPacTM Mixing and Delivery System from Biomet
was used for this purpose (refer Fig. 3.9).

Dentai Acryiic
Dental acrylic would also serve the purpose of gluing plastics with the skull [43]. For this
purpose, Nexus® 2TM and Nexus® 2TM Dual Syringe from Kerr Dentistry was used (refer
Fig. 3.10).
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3.1.5 Gigii Wire Saw

A wire saw to remove a piece of skull bone of regular geometry was purchased from
Surgical Tools, manufactured by Miltex. This is a type of wire saw used generally by
neurosurgeons to perform cranial (referring to the cranium or skull) surgeries [30] (refer
Fig. 3.10).
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3.1.6 Carbide Burrs and Dremei
Carbide burrs (refer Fig. 3.11) of the following dimensions were used during the surgery
to open the skull.
Head dia 1/4"; shaft dia 1/8"
Head dia 1/2"; shaft dia 1/4"
Head dia 3/4"; shaft dia 1/4"
The burrs were used with a dremel (refer Fig. 3.12) which can accommodate shaft
diameters of up to 1/8".
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3.2 In Vitro EDperimentai Methods

3.2.1 In vitro Caiibration and Testing with 10MHz Transducer using Aquagei

A system to test and calibrate the transducer in vitro was designed and machined (refer
`System for in vitro testing and calibration' in Materials). The transducer was tight fitted
into the hole drilled for the purpose, by using a rubber grommet which is available in
syringes. A peristaltic pump (DynamaB RP-1 by Rainin) was used to induce a continuous
flow through the channel. The solution was prepared using water and hollow glass
spheres. The transducer was connected to the BCM Multichannel Doppler Ultrasound
Measuring System, which was connected to a filter and the filter in turn to an oscilloscope
(refer Fig. 3.14).

Fig 3.14 Experimental Setup for In vitro Calibration and Testing
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As a comparison criterion, the velocity of the fluid flow was calculated using the
traditional beaker method. A calibrated beaker is filled with water at different RPMs of
the peristaltic pump and the corresponding time is noted. With the volume flow rate and
the cross-sectional area, the velocity of fluid flow is calculated.

3.2.2 In vitro Caiibration and Testing with 20MHz Transducer using Aquagei

A similar experiment was performed using the 20 MHz transducer. The transducer was
connected to the Doppler Ultrasound system from Triton. The unit from Triton comes
with an inbuilt filter, which is a 25Hz low pass filter.
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3.2.3 In vitro Caiibration and Testing with 20MHz Transducer using different
concentration of Agarose Gei -1
Seakem Gold Agarose gels of different concentrations were prepared to be tested on the
in vitro system.

Agarose preparation
Initially a stock solution of 2% Seakem Agarose was prepared, from which the other
concentrations were diluted. 2.041gms of Seakem agarose powder was mixed with
100gms of water and simultaneously heated to over 90 ° C in an autoclaved 300m1 beaker.
The mixing and heating was done using a heated magnetic stirrer setup. The mixing was
done carefully making sure no chunks were formed and the resulting agarose gel solution
is a purely homogenous one (refer Fig. 3.15).

I he in vitro experiment was earned out as before thrice to compare results when agarose

concentrations of 0.5%, 1% and 1.5% were used.
3.2.4 In vitro Caiibration and Testing with 20MHz Transducer using different
concentration of Agarose Gei - 2

Seakem agarose gels of concentrations 0.6%, 0.7%, 0.8%, 0.9% and 1.0% were prepared
as before and the experiment was carried out 5 times to make a comprehensive
comparison.
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3.2.5 In vitro Caiibration and Testing with 20MHz Transducer for different Particie
Concentrations
The final step was to simulate the flow of blood at various conditions. In a healthy body,
each micro liter of blood would contain between 2.5 million to 5 million red blood cells.
If the body is anemic, the worst case would be that one milli liter of blood will contain 2
million red blood cells. This is a huge difference and so is important to make sure that the
device and hence the technique works well, even when it is used on blood which is short
of red blood cells (anemic) [45].
For this purpose, the experiment was carried out using different particle
concentrations. The range was from 1.6 million particles per ml to 2.65 billion particles
per ml. When the particle number went below 1.6 million per ml, the signal strength
decreased.
The concentrations were as tabulated.
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3.2.6 Bone — Piastic giue test

These were the experiments conducted to analyze the bonding strength of dental luting
cements and cone cements when they are used to glue bone and plastics, as that will be
the case during a chronic implantation.

Dentai Luting Cement

A piece of pig skull bone was taken as the type of bone in the top surface of the skull is
the similar to that of a dog. The plastic used was polycarbonate. NeBus® 2TM and NeBus®
2TM Dual Syringe from Kerr Dentistry was used to prepare the glue. Different
components of the Nexus package were mixed at required amounts and concentrations.
A small depression like hole was drilled on the bone and the plastic was placed
inside it, jutting out at the top. The glue was smeared onto the layer of the bone in a
fashion that the plastic was buried with some amount of its height sticking out. The glue
was light cured for a time span of 5minutes and then tested for rigidity.

Bone Cements

The same piece of bone as used above was used. Polycarbonate was the plastic used in
this case too. Generation 44TM Bone Cement and VacPacTM MiBing and Delivery System
from Biomet was the bone cement to be tested.
The contents of the pack were mixed as per instructions and kneaded meticulously
to make a homogenous mixture. A similar arrangement as in the previous experiment was
made to seat the plastic in the bone and the bone cement was smeared over the bone and
plastic. Light curing was not necessary. The glue was air dried for 15minutes.
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3.3 In Vivo EDperimentai Methods

3.3.1 Wrist Method with 10MHz Transducer
As a traditional testing method, the transducer was tested on the human wrist. The
transducer was connected to the BCM Multichannel Doppler Ultrasound Measuring
System which was in turn connected to an oscilloscope to view the peaks. The transducer
was placed vertically on the human wrist, such that the bottom surface of the
polycarbonate casing was sitting flat on the layer of the skin. This maintains the angle of
insonation at 45 ° , as the crystal is embedded at 45 ° to the horizontal. The experiment was
performed using both the designs of transducers mentioned earlier (refer Transducer
Design).
As an inference from both the experiments, it was clear that there was very little
difference in the signal quality in both cases and the values obtained different negligibly.
The reason for the fluctuation in values is because of the inaccuracy in positioning, as this
is a very preliminary test. One major difference between the two designs, was the ease of
positioning as expected. Design — 1 with a larger surface area at the bottom surface was
much easier handle, while working with design — 2 a little too complicated. One had to
make sure that the bottom surface (with extremely small surface area) was placed flat on
the skin. Considering the fact that this experiment was done outside the body, using such
a design in vivo during a chronic implant will in no way be user friendly for the surgeon.
Hence, it can be said that design — 2 is not the best design to be used.
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3.3.2 Experiment on MCA of Dog with 10MHz Transducer

The transducer selection was done based on the size and transparency. Design -1
Polycarbonate Casing 10MHz Transducer was chosen for the reason that it offers higher
surface area which aids in ease of positioning and stability.
Mongrel dogs of approximately 15Kgs were anesthetized. The part of the skull
above the middle cerebral artery area was removed by experiences surgeons at the
University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey, Newark. A small glob of aquagel
was placed on the transducer. The transducer was connected to the BCM Multichannel
Doppler Ultrasound Measuring System which was in turn connected to an oscilloscope to
view the peaks. The transducer was placed on the layer of the brain and slid gently to
reach the point where best signal was received.

3.3.3 EDperiment on Femorai Artery, Left Gastric Artery and Mesenteric Artery of
Mouse using 20MHz Transducer

5 month old FVB male mice were weighed and anesthetized using a mixture of Ketamine
65mg/Kg, Acepromazine 2mg/Kg and Xylamine 13mg/Kg using a dilution ratio of 1 : 10.
The dosage of anesthesia was 0.085m1/10g of Body weight.
3.3.3.1 Femorai Artery
As decided earlier, a 20MHz transducer was to be used and the design — 1 was used

owing to its smaller size in comparison to the other one, because the experiment was on a
small animal (refer Fig. 3.16).

The transducer was placed on the femoral artery (diameter ~ 400 micro meters) of
the right leg and in turn connected to the Triton system. Aquagel was used due to easy
warming and storage facilities. The transducer was ranged at 3mm to sample the flow
with the trigger in a full turn CW position. The output of the system was connected to a
computer and the results were recorded using Notocord and analyzed in excel.
3.3.3.2 Left Gastric Artery
The transducer was now placed on the left gastric artery and the similar procedure was

followed.
3.3.3.3 Mesenteric Artery
Next, the transducer was placed on the mesenteric artery (the aim here being to go on to

smaller arteries on each step). The diameter of the vessel is approximately 300 micro
meters. A similar procedure was followed as before.
A second experiment was performed on the same artery with the use of Agarose
gel in place of aquagel.
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3.3.4 EDperiment on MCA of Dog using 20MHz transducer

The transducer selection was done based on the size and transparency. Design -2
Polycarbonate Casing 20MHz Transducer was chosen for the reason that it offers higher
surface area which enables the transducer to sit on the area of interest without any
external force, the larger size of the transducer and in turn the weight plays an important
role in tolerating the random flow blood during the surgery i.e. the weight keeps the
transducer from sliding/floating off along with the blood and the transparency helps
immensely in identifying the spot of velocity measurement.
Mongrel dogs of approximately 15Kgs were anesthetized. The part of the skull
above the middle cerebral artery area was removed using a Cranial Hand Drill purchased
from Medtronic (drill bit — 1/4") by experienced surgeons at the University of Medicine
and Dentistry of New Jersey, Newark. A small glob of aquagel was placed on the
transducer. The transducer was placed on the layer of the brain and slid gently to reach
the point where best signal was received.
The results were in the form of sound. The sound was recorded in a tape, and the
data was imported into Notocord by replaying it. Time ranges where best quality signal
was received were grabbed and exported to Excel for further analysis.

3.3.5 Experiment on MCA of Pig using 20MHz Transducer

A similar surgery was performed on the middle cerebral artery of a sacrifice pig. The part
of the skull above the middle cerebral artery area was removed using a Cranial Hand
Drill initially and then Carbide Burrs (fit with a Dremel) were used to open enough of the
skull to perform the experiment. A small glob of aquagel was placed on the transducer.
The transducer was placed on the layer of the brain and slid gently to reach the point
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where best signal was received as before. Once the best signal was obtained the
transducer was left undisturbed for a few minutes to monitor its stability. It was found
that good quality signals were obtained consistently. Then a required amount of Biomet
Bone Cement mixture was smeared on the transducer, gluing it to the side surface of the
drilled skull bone. A few minutes were provided for the cement to solidify and then the
skin was sutured to put the muscle back in place supporting the transducer below.
The sound signals were recorded in a tape and replayed hence transferring the
same into Notocord. Then data analysis was performed.

3.3.6 Experiment on MCA of Dog using 20MHz Transducer — Drug Response
As a final step, the experiment was performed on another Mongrel dog to monitor the
effect of drugs (Isoproterenol and Forskolin). After the initial anesthetization, the normal
experiment was done to determine the baseline values. Then the pC02 concentration was
varied gradually to see the effect of increase in pC02. Once the values were recorded, the
pCO2 was brought back to the concentration at baseline and Isoproterenol was
introduced. The concentration of the drug was gradually increased from 0.05 micro gram
per kilogram per minute to 0.1 micro gram per kilogram per minute and then finally to
0.4 micro gram per kilogram per minute. Signals were recorded and a good amount of
time was given for the respiration to get back to baseline value. Then Forskolin was
injected into the dog. Initially a concentration of 25 nanogram per kilogram per minute
was injected which was gradually increased to 50 nanogram per kilogram per minute.
The results which were obtained are plotted in the results section.

From various experiments, it was clear that Design 1 did not lose any signals due
to its geometry. So gauging the positives and negatives of both transducers, Design 2 was
chosen.
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Design 1 and 2 of 10MHz transducer
The second design with the 20MHz transducer was chosen for the following reasons.
•

Larger surface area helps immensely in stability while positioning

•

Larger surface area aids in restricting motion during chronic implantation

•

As the transducer occupies a lot of space, the remaining void can be filled in
easily when the hole made on the skull has to be blocked eventually (for chronic
implantation)

4.2 In vitro Calibration and Testing with 10MHz Transducer using Aquagel
The results using the Doppler technique are obtained in terms of Voltage. This is
converted to KHz of Doppler shift using the calibration criterion specified which when
substituted in the formula

The results obtained are tabulated below.
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Fig 4.1 Results - Flow Velocity Measurements — 10MHz Transducer
As can be observed, there is a slight variation and the error is ±4.8% (refer Table
4.2 and Fig. 4.1). The deviation would be a result of non uniform cross-section through
which the fluid is flowing. The non-uniform cross-section is due to the many different
tubes used to complete the circuit.
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4.3 In vitro Calibration and Testing with 20MHz Transducer using Aquagei

The results obtained are tabulated below.

Fig 4.2 Results - Flow Velocity Measurements — 10MHz Transducer
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Though the results obtained using both the 10MHz and the 20MHz transducers
are the same in this case, it cannot be concluded that they will produce the same results
on the animal. It should be noted that this is an in vitro system where in the flow and the
particles used are spotted by both the transducers.

4.4 In vitro Caiibration and Testing with 20MHz Transducer using different
concentration of Agarose Gel — 1
The in vitro experiment was carried out as before thrice to compare results when agarose
concentrations of 0.5%, 1% and 1.5% were used. Results are tabulated below.
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It is clearly seen that the results diverge when the concentration of agarose
reaches 1.5% (refer Table 4.3 and Fig. 4.3). The reason for this could be because as the
agarose gel starts getting hard to an extent, the sound waves seem to bounce off the
agarose gel particles themselves, resulting in such high values. So a 2% concentration of
agarose was not tried.
One more inference is that very good results were obtained for 0.5% and 1%
agarose concentrations. Hence another experiment performing a comparison between
closer ranges of different concentrations was carried out to calculate the best possible
concentration of agarose.
4.5 In vitro Caiibration and Testing with 20MHz Transducer using different
concentration of Agarose Gei — 2

The results obtained are tabulated below.
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Fig 4.4 Results - Flow Velocity Measurements — Agarose Gel Concentrations 2
From the results (especially the graph) it is clear that the concentration of agarose
between 0.5% and 1.0% does not hinder the signals in anyway (refer Table 4.5 and Fig.
4.4). Experimentally it was observed that the 0.5% concentration agarose gels were very
soft and so had the following disadvantages.
• Took time to harden
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• Kept flowing i.e. care should be taken to not move the transducer when this
concentration of agarose gel is being applied and to hold that position till it
hardens
Finally after all these experiments it can be said that the 1% agarose gel
concentration will be the most optimum for this experiment considering all the criteria,
because it gives accurate results and is hard enough not to flow away at the same time
soft enough not to hinder the penetration of sound waves.

4.6 In vitro Calibration and Testing with 20MHz Transducer - Particle
Concentrations
The results of this experiment are as follows.
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Results (refer Table 4.6 and Fig. 4.5) prove that the device will work even during the
worst situations when the blood has very little red blood cells available.

4.7 Bone — Piastic giue test
Dentai Luting Cement
It was observed that the glue was strong enough to bond the bone and the plastic.
Extreme manual force was applied to test the quality of the bond. It should be noted that
not too much force is expected to be applied on the transducer when inside the head of
the dog.

Bone Cements
The resulting bond was a strong one. When maximum manual mechanical force was
applied, no part of the glue withered off, promising to be a very good bet when used in
the head (refer Fig. 4.6 and 4.4).

It is a known fact that all such hardening reactions are exothermic. One important
observation was the amount of heat produced when the cement hardens. Temperatures up
to a maximum of 60 ° C were observed. Though these are cements used on bone for
prosthetics, the conditions in the arm or the knee is very different from that in the brain.
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The Cerebrovascular (cerebro — brain ; vascular — vessels), pertaining to blood vessels of
the brain, area is much more delicate and cannot sustain such high temperatures.
So a thermal analysis was performed to find out if the brain will be exposed to
high temperatures. The thermal conductivity of resins are between 0.2 and 0.4, which is
very low in any standards. Also, the thermal conductivity of the Cerebrospinal Fluid
(refer Brain Covering in Literature Survey) is roughly around 0.55 and that of the Dura
(refer Brain Covering in Literature Survey) is roughly 0.25. This gives a total thermal
coefficient of 0.34. So considering the fact that the bone cement will be smeared on top
of the plastic, the heat will have to pass through 2 layers, one is the plastic and the other
is a combination of Dura and Cerebrospinal Fluid, to reach the brain. The total thermal
conductivity value of 0.34 is a very low value and in no way will permit a large amount
of heat to flow.
Also, another observation was that the heat developed from the bone cement was
dependent on the volume of the glue used i.e. a cube of bone cement with volume 8cm

3

will develop way too much more heat than a layer of bone cement with thickness I mm
and length 5cm. The more compact the molecules of the cement are, more the amount of
heat developed. In the case of a chronic implant in a dogs head, it is expected to use very
small volumes of the bone cement, saving the brain material from excessive heat.
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4.8 Wrist Method with 10MHz Transducer
The results obtained from the human wrist using design — 1 are as follows.

Fig 4.8 Results — Wrist Method
Calculation

*The Y-axis gives the voltage in milli volts and the X-axis gives time in seconJs.
Considering the highest peak,
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This corresponds to a Doppler shift (Fd) = 540/250 = 2.25KHz(approx)
Using this value we get,

The velocity of blood flow in the carpal artery (wrist artery) varied between 24.0
to 41.5cm/sec.
The most important inference is the frequency of occurrence of peaks. It can be
observed from the graph that there is a peak every 0.8 seconds. This translates to about 45
peaks every minute. Considering the fact that every peak refers to a gush of blood, the
frequency of peaks can be considered as a monitor for the heart rate. The human heart
rate varies between 65 and 85 beats per minute [241
One negative inference from the results is the amount of noise reported. This
noise could be because the transducer is placed on the skin and the flow is inside the
artery. Between the crystal and the blood flow, there is about 3-4mm of skin, tissue and
fluid. The sound waves might bounce off some components of these and the reflected
waves are portrayed as noise.
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4.9 Experiment on MCA of Dog with 10MHz Transducer

Results obtained were in no way close to the expected results and excessive noise was
observed. The reasons for this might be
• Lack of accuracy in positioning
• Frequency value of 10MHz is too low to track the flow inside the artery
As the positioning was done with utmost care and several times (taking advantage of the
fact that it was not a chronic implant) the issue with positioning was given lower priority
and a decision to try the experiment using a 20MHz probe was taken.
4.10 Experiment on Femorai Artery, Left Gastric Artery and Mesenteric Artery of
Mouse using 20MHz Transducer

After the results were obtained, the data for each experiment was analyzed using Matlab.
A Fast Fourier Transform was done on each set of data to find out the most powerful
frequency and the overall power spectrum.

Fig 4.9 Results — Femoral Artery Blood Flow Velocity
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Rhythmic and uniform peaks were obtained and the velocity of blood flow in the
femoral artery of the mouse can be observed to vary between 14.5cm/s and 14.5cm/s
(from data in excel file). The values obtained from the literature point at 14.5cm/s. [14],
[18].
A program was written in Matlab to plot the power spectrum of the data obtained.
The power spectrum is displayed below.

Fig 4.10 Results — Power Spectrum of Femoral Artery Blood Flow Velocity
It is clear from the power spectrum that the most powerful frequency is 4 and that
is the number of peaks that occur each second.
Another program to count the number of peaks within each meaningful velocity
range was written. The results of that program are tabulated below.
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Within the velocity range of 0cm/s to 6cm/s there are about 263 peaks. It is
obvious that this is mere noise. All the meaningful peaks occur within the velocity range
12cm/s to 18cm/s. This shows the uniform occurrence and distribution (most powerful
frequency is 4) of the meaningful peaks.
To get a better understanding of the Power Spectrum, each noticeable powerful
peak was isolated and an inverse FFT was performed to get the shape of the curve.

Fig 4.11 Isolation of most powerful frequency — Femoral Artery
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Fig 4.13 Shape of waveform of most powerful frequency — Femoral Artery

Fig 4.14 Shape of waveform of 2nd most powerful frequency — Femoral Artery
When all the peaks, however small they may be, in the power spectrum are
converted to their respective waveforms and put together, the original curve (Fig.4.4) can
be obtained.
It was observed that using a Bandpass filter to isolate the curves filtered some of
the required signals too. It can be seen in the plots that the magnitude of the isolated
waves are much lower than the original magnitude of velocity. In order to avoid to
reduction in magnitude, a technique of threshold was performed. The resulting plot is
shown below.
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Fig 4.16 Results — Left Gastric Artery Blood Flow Velocity
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Here too almost uniform peaks can be observed. As, not much research has been
done on the blood flow velocity in the gastric arteries, the values were not quite
compared.
The data analysis using Matlab gives the following results.

Fig 4.14 Results — Power Spectrum Left Gastric Artery Blood Flow Velocity

The most powerful frequency is 5 and that translates to the number of meaningful
peaks every second. The distribution of peaks is given by
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Again, the 263 peaks with then Ocm/s to 6cm/s can be ignored as noise and the
majority of peaks (16 out of 21) occur within the range 12cm/s to 14cm/s. Uniformity of
occurrence and distribution proved.

Fig 4.18 Results — Mesenteric Artery Blood Flow Velocity using Aquagel
Though the result is not uniform the peaks indicate the expected value. Literature
points at value between 25cm/s and 31cm/s.
Data analysis using Matlab gives the following power spectrum and table which
shows the distribution of peaks. Following the FFT performed to plot the power
spectrum, isolation of curves was done to study the shape of each individual prominent
frequency, as done with the femoral artery. In this case too the magnitude of velocity
seemed to be affected, so the technique of thresholding was performed. The results
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Fig 4.19 Results — Power Spectrum of Mesenteric Artery Blood Flow Velocity
using Aquagel
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Again isolation and shape of curves were determined.
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Similarly the shape of the curves were determined.

Fig 4.22 Shape of most powerful frequency — Mesenteric Artery (Aquagel)

Fig 4.23 Shape of 2 nd most powerful frequency — Mesenteric Artery (Aquagel)
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Fig 4.24 Time-velocity plot after thresholding — Mesenteric Artery (Aquagel)
But when the experiment was repeated using agarose gel of 1% concentration, a
much better plot was obtained.

Fig 4.25 Results — Mesenteric Artery Blood Flow Velocity using Agarose Gel
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To be noted here, the results are well in the range and also the peaks occur
uniformly. Data analysis using Matlab gave the following power spectrum.

Fig 4.26 Results — Power Spectrum of Mesenteric Artery Blood Flow Velocity using
Agarose Gel
To be noted is the power. On a comparative scale (with respect to the other power
spectrums when Aquagel was used), the most powerful signal is obtained in this
experiment. Also the frequency at which the most powerful signal occurs is the frequency
of meaningful peaks in the experiment.
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Clearly the peaks occurring between 5cm/s and 1Ocm/s are noise. The maximum
number of peaks occurs between 25cm/s and 30cm/s which is in the correct range.
A similar isolation procedure followed by the thresholding technique was
performed for analysis.

Fig 4.24 Isolation of most powerful frequency — Mesenteric Artery (Agarose)
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Fig 4.29 Shape of most powerful frequency — Mesenteric Artery (Agarose)

Fig 4.30 Shape of 2 nd most powerful frequency — Mesenteric Artery (Agarose)
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Fig 4.31 Time-velocity plot after thresholding — Mesenteric Artery (Agarose)
4.11 EDperiment on MCA of Dog using 20MHz Transducer
The result obtained is plotted below.
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The results exhibit a uniform occurrence of peaks and the frequency of this
occurrence is about 2.2 peaks per second. This translated to the heart rate of the dog
approximately. Though the data confers with the heart rate, the value of peak velocities
do not fall within the expected range [34].
A data analysis using Matlab was done to confirm that the frequency of peaks was
the heart rate of the dog. A power spectrum was obtained as a result of the analysis.

Fig 4.33 Results — Cerebral Blood Flow Velocity of Dog Power Spectrum

It can be seen that the most powerful frequency occurs at a frequency of
approximately 2.5Hz. So proof again that the measured flow is the flow of blood pumped
from the heart in the middle cerebral artery.
One more point to be noted is that the power of the 2.5Hz frequency is only O.04,
which is much lower than the power of frequencies obtained when tried on mice.
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Waveform analysis was done. Results are shown below.

Fig 4.34 Results - Isolation of the most powerful frequency — Middle Cerebral Artery
of Dog

Fig 4.35 Results - Isolation of the 2 nd most powerful frequency — Middle Cerebral Artery
of Dog
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Fig 4.36 Results - Shape of the most powerful frequency — Middle Cerebral Artery
of Dog

Fig 4.34 Results - Shape of the 2 nd most powerful frequency — Middle Cerebral Artery

of Dog
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Fig 4.38 Timeve1ocity plot after thresholding — Middle Cerebral Artery of Dog

4.12 EDperiment on MCA of Pig using 20MHz Transducer
The results obtained are plotted below.

Fig 4.39 Cerebral Blood Flow Velocity pattern of Pig — High Peaks
(Results obtained before Implantation)
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Fig 4.40 Cerebral Blood Flow Velocity pattern of Pig — Lower Peaks
(Results obtained before Implantation)

Fig 4.41 Cerebral Blood Flow pattern of Pig
(Longer time scale showing uniformity)
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Data analysis was done using Matlab and the following plots for Power Spectrum
were obtained.

Fig 4.43 Cerebral Blood Flow Velocity of Pig — Power Spectrum
(Results obtained before Implantation)
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It can be clearly seen that a better signal has been recorded when the probe was
implanted (compare Y-axis values of Power). The reason for this would be because once
the probe is implanted, there is a lot of muscle, in addition to the hardened bone cement,
surrounding the probe holding it well in place. This is a positive point as the signal was
found to be not only uniform and non-wavering after implantation, but also stronger.
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4.13 Experiment on MCA of Dog using 20MHz Transducer
- Drug Response
The results obtained are as below.
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An increase in velocity values was observed with the gradual increase in pC02
concentration as expected. Using a mathematical lowpass at 12Hz using Matlab, gave the
above shown . It can be inferred that the required signals (magnitude) of the values are
not affected.

Fig 4.47 Cerebral Blood Flow Velocity pattern in Dog — (A). Baseline values (B).
Increase in velocity with increase of pC02 concentration (C, D). Increase in velocity
values with introduction of Isoproterenol and Forskolin Response
It can be clearly seen from the above picture that the velocity values (Y-axis in
cm/sec) increase in all the three cases. As the pCO2 values reach a maximum of
44.9mmHg (a 63% increase in comparison with its concentration during baseline
measurement), the cerebral blood flow velocity varies 6cm/s to 1Ocm/s. This is the
expected result. Next, with the introduction of Isoproterenol, there was a significant
increase in the velocity of blood flow. Finally, with the introduction of Forskolin (after
the effect of Isoproterenol subsided) the velocity values were found to increase from
6cm/s to 10cm/s. [56], [54].
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Fig 4.48 Cerebral Blood Flow Velocity pattern in Dog — Introduction of Forskolin
A more specific figure detailing the effect of introduction of Forskolin is shown
above. A gradual increase in the velocity values with the absorption of Forskolin is
clearly seen above.

Fig 4.49 Cerebral Blood Flow Velocity pattern in Dog — 12Hz Low Pass Filtering
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It was seen that the velocity values varied with increase in pCO2 gradually. This
shows that the transducer is sensitive to small changes in pC02 values. The plot is shown
below.

Fig 4.50 Cerebral Blood Flow Velocity increase with change in pCO2 concentration

CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Various preliminary tests were performed before the device was tried on any animal.
Design changes were made during every step to converge to exact results. The test on the
human wrist was considered a standard a testing method for all frequencies and designs
of transducers.
The in vitro system which was carefully designed and machined became a method
of testing the Ultrasound system and the transducer. The in vitro system was used to test
every single design of the transducer and only when the transducer produced good
enough results it was considered ready for the next test. The system also proved to be a
novel method in calibrating the transducer and the ultrasound system. The particles used
in the in vitro testing were chosen in a way that the suspension mimicked blood. Care
was taken to make sure that there was no leakage during the test. This was done by tight
fitting the transducer into the system by using rubber grommets. The in vitro system
turned out to be of great help as each trial did not need an animal. For instance, when the
effect of different concentrations of agarose gels was tested, the experiment was
performed approximately 40 times to get the closest results possible. This would not have
been possible without the in vitro system.
When the device was tried on mice, the results produced matched well those
published in the literature and the values obtained by earlier researchers. The nonuniformity of the occurrence of peaks is due to human intervention in positioning.
Furthermore, as the animal is anesthetized, the blood flow within each artery varies as
time increases.
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It was then expected in this case that the results would diverge (from the expected values)
when the experiment is conducted on the mouse for a long time.
Data analysis of the results obtained, when the device was tried on the mouse, was
another method to prove the authenticity and correctness of the results. The power
spectrum was considered. The plot gives the power of the frequency of the signals.
Observing each of the power spectra, for the femoral, left gastric and mesenteric artery, it
is clear that the frequency with the highest power is the frequency at which the peak
occurs. This frequency corresponds to the heart rate of the mouse. This leads to a heart
rate of the mouse in between 300 to 350 beats per minute, which is lower than the normal

heart rate of mice. This is again because the mouse had been anesthetized for a
substantial amount of time, before these data were recorded. Looking into the last power
spectrum, the Power Spectrum of Mesenteric Artery Blood Flow Velocity Plot using 1%
Agarose gel, it can be observed that the value of maximum power is 20. This is a very
high value, in comparison to the value of maximum power in the other power spectra.
This is evidence that a clearer signal can be obtained if Agarose gel is used in place of
Aquagel.
Later, when the device was used on the MCA of a dog, the results obtained did
not match those published earlier. The reason for such a large difference in values could
be due to mere positioning. As positioning plays a very important role in Doppler
experiments, even a slight change in positioning can hinder the signals to a large extent.
Theoretically, when the device worked well on a mouse artery of comparable size, it
should work well enough on a dog too. One point that needs to be kept in mind is that the
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surface of the brain is not flat, but curved to some extent. This could be a reason why the
positioning is a problem.
Chronic Impiantation
Considering the chronic implantation, the methodology for the surgery has been
worked on and is ready to be performed. The surgery will involve the dog being
anesthetized and a removal of the skin and muscle from the head of the dog at the
appropriate area. All the blood will be cleared and any blood leakage will be stopped. A
cranial drill, with a 1/4" drill bit, will be used to drill four holes on the skull to an optimum
depth without penetrating the dura [31]. The holes will be drilled in a way that they form
the four corners of the rectangular piece of skull that is to be sawed off. The Gigli Wire
saw will be used to saw a rectangular piece of skull with the required dimensions [30].
Then the surface of the dura will be cleaned of all the blood and any other liquid, and
maintained dry. Next, the transducer will be placed on the surface of the dura and
positioned accurately to get the best signals of blood flowing inside the middle cerebral
artery. It is worth noting that the piece of skull removed will be rather small (a square
with sides approximately 4cm) and therefore a good amount of accuracy needs to be
employed when the holes are drilled, making sure that the area being exposed contains a
part of the middle cerebral artery around the center. This helps immensely the accuracy in
positioning the transducer [34].
Once good signals are observed, the transducer will be held firmly at the position
and a small, but required, amount of bone cement or dental acrylic will be smeared over it
in a way that the polycarbonate casing of the transducer is glued to the surface of the
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bone close to it [41] and [43]. The muscle and skin will then be replaced over the surface
of the skull and sutured, with only the transducer wire coming out.
All arrangements have been made to try the probe for a chronic implant. The bone
cements are tested and ready, and so are the remaining equipments and devices.
Recommendation for Future Work
Future work, if dealing with chronic implantation, should make sure that the positioning
does not fluctuate. Although the bone cements will hold the probe well in place, the
initial placement matters to a large extent and if that is not performed properly, the
experiment cannot go ahead.
Another suggestion will be the use of Agarose gel in place of Aquagel, due to the
fact that the use of Agarose gel led to better results in many of the preliminary
experiments.
The drawback with Doppler Ultrasound is that the velocity value calculated using
this technique cannot be related to the volume flow rate within the same artery at that
instant of time, unless the cross sectional area is known. However, the cross-sectional
area of arteries changes with the flow of blood inside them [23]. A relation between the
two would be a novel concept answering many questions.

APPENDIX A
CEREBROVASCULAR ACCIDENTS

These usually result from pre-existing vascular disease or congenital weakness and may
be precipitated by trauma. Most commonly these accidents occur in older persons and
animals
Hemorrhage
This usually occurs in atherosclerotic vessels. The resulting blood clot destroys
brain tissue, and the neural tissue remaining next to the clot may be softened, leading to
later complications. The clot and dead tissue are removed by macrophages, and the
damaged area is invaded by connective tissue and glia, often producing a fluid-filled cyst.
Thrombosis
It most commonly involves formation of a clot at a site of vessel lumen
constriction due to growth of atherosclerotic plates. Blockage of circulation leads to
tissue softening and death, and to congestion of flow and edema in adjacent areas.
Emboiism
This is the blockages of a cerebral vessel by a physical object, such as a dislodged
clot, air, tumor cells, infectous mass. Often the situation involves multiple embolisms,
complicating the clinical picture.
Aneurisms
These are the expansion of a vessel, usually an artery, and these balloons may
reach a diameter of several inches. If this occurs within the cranial cavity, the
displacement of neural tissue and the compression of other vessels and of cranial nerves
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can obviously lead to severe problems. Most arise from the middle cerebral artery or the
internal carotid, and if expansion is slow enough, there may be extensive erosion of bone.
Clinically there is the added danger that the weakened vessel will rupture, giving the
added problems of subarachnoid hemorrhage. Treatment usually involves surgery, if the
vessel is accessible. Methods include removal of the sac or reinforcing the vessel wall
with muscle or connective tissue, or ensheathing or replacing the weakened vessel with
plastic. [19]

APPENDIX B
HEMATOCRIT

The hematocrit is the proportion, by volume, of the blood that consists of red blood cells.
The hematocrit (hct) is expressed as a percentage. For example, an hematocrit of 25%
means that there are 25 milliliters of red blood cells in 100 milliliters of blood.
The hematocrit is typically measured from a blood sample by an automated
machine that makes several other measurements at the same time. Most of these
machines in fact do not directly measure the hematocrit, but instead calculate it based on
the determination of the amount of hemoglobin and the average volume of the red blood
cells. The hematocrit can also be determined by a manual method using a centrifuge.
When a tube of blood is centrifuged, the red cells will be packed into the bottom of the
tube. The proportion of red cells to the total blood volume can be visually measured.
The normal ranges for hematocrit are dependent on age and, after adolescence, the
sex of the individual. The normal ranges are:
Newborns: 55-68%
Adult males: 42-54%
Adult women: 3 8-46%
Dogs: 40-45%
Very low hematocrit value refers to lack of red blood cells which is anemia.
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APPENDIX C
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF BIOLOGICAL TISSUE

Fig C1 Thermal Conductivity of Biological Tissue [20]
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APPENDIX D
MATLAB PROGRAMMING

D.1. To create and dispiay Power Spectrum
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D.2. To caicuiate distribution of Peaks
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APPENDIX E
GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Agarose

One of the constituents of agar. Often used in preference to agar because it gels at
a lower temperature and does not contain the inhibitors of virus growth frequently present
in agar. It is also used widely in gel electrophoresis because it has a more uniform pore
size than that of agar
Angie of Insonation

The angle between the Doppler ultrasound beam and the direction of blood flow
[8], [33] and [38]
Bone Cements

Adhesives used to fix prosthetic devices to bones and to cement bone to bone in
difficult fractures [41]
Cerebrospinai Fiuid

The serum-like fluid that circulates through the ventricles of the brain, the cavity
of the spinal cord, and the subarachnoid space, functioning in shock absorption [42]
Cerebrovascuiar

Pertaining to blood vessels in the brain
Chronic

In medicine, a persistent and lasting condition is said to be chronic (from Greek
chronos). For example, a chronic illness is one that persists for a long time, usually more
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than three months. By analogy, this adjective has come to describe problems which
cannot be solved in a short time, or which will recur regardless of action.
Dentai acryiic

Very strong type of Acrylic used in dental applications [43]
Dura

The tough fibrous membrane covering the brain and the spinal cord and lining the
inner surface
Femorai Artery

The main artery that supplies blood to the leg.
In vitro
Literally means, "in glass"; in a laboratory dish or test tube; an artificial
environment. Anything that is done outside the body is generally known as in vitro or eB
vivo
In vivo
Studies carried out inside living organisms.
Left Gastric Artery

A branch of the celiac artery that supplies the lesser curvature of the stomach and
the abdominal part of the esophagus
Matiab

A data-manipulation software package that allows data to be analyzed and
visualized using existing functions and user-designed programs
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Mesenteric Artery

One of two branches of the aorta that pass between the two layers of the
mesentery to the intestines
Peristaitic pump

A pump that moves liquid through tubing by alternate contractions and
relaxations on the tubing
PVC

A thermoplastic material composed of polymers of vinyl chloride. PVC is a
colorless solid with outstanding resistance to water, alcohols, and concentrated acids and
alkalis
Stenosis

A constriction or narrowing of a duct or passage; a stricture
Thermai Conductivity

Measure of the ability of a solid or liquid to transfer heat
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